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Abstract: Huge amount of medical data is available today. In order to predict the disease we need a reliable method
to diagnose the disease. In this paper we introduce a technique known as FFBAT-ANN prediction algorithm which is
categorized as Feature reduction and Diabetes disease classification and such a process is carried out using LPP
algorithm and FFBAT- artificial neural network classifier respectively. Initially, LPP algorithm is employed to
produce fuzzy rules by recognizing the attributes corresponding to the diabetes disease. Later on, the classification is
carried out by blending FFBAT optimization technique with Artificial Neural Network classifier. Finally, the
experiment is performed on diabetes dataset. The experimental result proves that the performance of our proposed
method outperforms the other conventional methods.
Keywords: Diabetes classification, Firefly-BAT (FFBAT) optimization algorithm, Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) classifier, Feature reduction, Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) algorithm, Membership functions.

1. Introduction
Data mining is a computational process of
extracting patterns and knowledge from the large
database which revolves around following processes,
namely (1) Exploring the given data, (2) Building
models or identifying patterns in the given data set
and (3) Model identification; where the best fit
model is selected from candidate list of models [1].
There are many applications we can visualize, where
data mining can be applied. Among them, medical
application is the extensive one [2]. However in
medical applications, the extraction of original
medical data is a difficult task due to missing and
irrelevant data in the data set. In order to analyse
and identify the relevant data from large data set, the
medical decision support system is widely used and
hence it helps to make clinical decisions more
accurately.
Nowadays, Computer based patient record
technology plays a great emphasis on generating
huge health care data and provides manageable
access to them and hence soft computing techniques

facilitate the evaluation and analysis on them [3].
Hence, soft computing techniques have been
extensively used in medicine, which has become
highly multidisciplinary area connecting medicine,
computer science, statistics and many others in the
last two decades. Though a comprehensive
comparative study of soft computing techniques in
the context of biomedical data, it offered a great
challenge in high-dimensional feature space [4-6].
In this paper, we propose a novel FFBAT-ANN
classification algorithm by hybridizing the FFBAT
and the Artificial Neural Networks classifier and it
is categorised as i) feature reduction and ii) Diabetes
disease classification using LPP algorithm and
FFBAT-ANN classifier respectively.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
addresses the literature review related to the
knowledge discovery of disease using different
algorithms. Section 3 presents our proposed
FFBAT-ANN classification algorithm and provides
a detailed description of the disease classification.
Section 4 presents the result and discussion of
database collected from Sree Diabetic Care Center.
Finally, the conclusion part is presented in section 5.
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2. Review on Related Works
Nowadays, over 246 million people with the
majority of women have been affected by diabetes
disease. As per the WHO report, the number of
affected people count is expected to rise to over 380
million in the upcoming year of 2025 and it is
named as the fifth deadliest disease in the United
States with no imminent cure in sight [1]. Iyer et al.
[7] suggested the classification analysis of the
pattern found in the raw data to diagnose the disease
using Decision Tree and Naive Bayes algorithms.
Esfandiari et al. [8] studied the relative work of
utility of data mining in knowledge discovery in
medicine. Wang and Kang [9] addresses the type 2
diabetes mellitus of the real data comprising 382
samples collected from the Hospital of BUPT. The
reliability of Artificial Neural networks in data
mining has been investigated by Lu et al. [10]. In
the advancement of medical data diagnosis and
classification, Seera et al. [11] suggested the
hybridization of intelligent systems such as Fuzzy
Min–Max neural network, the Classification and
Regression Tree, and the Random Forest model.
Eventhough the artificial neural networks posses
several advantages over medical diagnosis, Amato
et al. have demonstrated the philosophy, capabilities,
and limitations through selected examples of
medical data [12]. Since the coronary heart disease
(CHD) caused from traditional genetic factors, an
artificial neural networks-based (ANNs) diagnostic
model has been proposed by Atkov et al.[13].
Barkat, Bardley [14] demonstrated the support
vector machine and eclectic rule extraction for
artificial neural network. C5 decision tree learner is
discussed in [14]. Moreover, to disclose the hidden
knowledge and patterns in the large database,
various data mining techniques have been
constructed throughout the various fields by many
researchers [15]. More precisely, the main factor
that affects the survival rate of breast cancer one of
the application of data mining could be
comprehensively predicted and classified by Dursan
et al. and Neha et al. [16]. Mangai and Kumar, [17]
stated that in medical diagnosis and making
healthcare decisions, how the various classification
techniques have been supported. Furthermore many
researchers in their literature were focussed and
investigated on obtaining the accurate result for the
medical data. As for producing the accurate result,
another significant characteristics of feature
selection in data mining has been introduced that
performs pre-processing on any given database
[18,19]. This helps to perceive the effectiveness of
data mining tool with the requirement of pre-
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processing the given data by healthcare
professionals and medical researchers [20]. Nedic et
al. [21] used genetic algorithms, Hooke and Jeeves
algorithm, simulated annealing and particle swarm
optimization algorithms together with data mining to
model traffic noise.
For classifying the diabetes disease, a novel
algorithm called FFBAT- Optimized Rule Based
Fuzzy Logic Classifier has introduced by
ThippaReddy and Neelukhare [22]. Here, initially
the pre-processing of data has been carried out using
Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) algorithm
from which the relevant attributes are selected.
Eventually RBFL classifier is used to classify the
diabetes by generating fuzzy rules and it gets
optimized by means of FFBAT algorithm. As per
the optimized fuzzy rules and membership functions,
fuzzy system has been successfully designed and
classified the diabetes data. Particularly, FFBAT is
the hybridized optimization algorithm which
involves the aspects of both FF and BAT
optimization algorithm.

3. Diabetes Disease Classification Using
FFBAT-ANN Classifier
We have applied FFBAT algorithm to produce
the optimal fuzzy rules and the optimized rules are
fed to the ANN classifier to classify the diabetes
disease. The Fig. 1 illustrates the process of FFBATArtificial Neural Network classifier (FFBAT-ANN).
3.1 Feature Reduction Using LPP
Initially we have to reduce the dimensionality of
the dataset without any loss of data in the dataset. In
addition, we reduce the number of features and
remove the unrelated, unnecessary or noisy
information. We use the Locality Preserving
Projection algorithm (LPP) to decrease the
dimensionality of the dataset. Locality Preserving
Projections in the pre-processing step of data mining
represents a linear approximation of the nonlinear
Laplacian Eigen maps which has the feature of
optimally protect the neighbourhood structure of the
dataset.
3.2 FFBAT-ANN Classifier
After reducing the irrelevant attributes from the
input dataset and optimal fuzzy rule generation, the
classification of diabetes disease is performed by
rule based Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). In
this paper, optimal rules are obtained from
dimension reduced dataset by means of FFBAT
algorithm. In many literatures, Firefly [23-32] and
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BAT [33-40] algorithms have been used effectively
for optimization. Although, Firefly algorithm (FA)
performs local search as well by a fixed parameter,
it has severe limitation on experiencing the
confinement of various local optimal solution such
as slower process and less convergence rate. In
addition, the implementation of FA makes to move
the fireflies regardless of its earlier better positions
for an individual firefly involved in the swarm and
thereby end up its search by missing their situations.
Besides, the BAT algorithm implementation is more
complicated than other meta-heuristic algorithms
since the parameters are not fixed i.e. for an
individual bat has the varying set of parameters
namely its position, velocity, pulse rate, loudness
and frequency. Also this algorithm gets trapped in
local minima. We have assumed that classification
performance will be increased by combining FF and
BAT algorithms. In our work, FF and BAT are
combined and employed for optimal rule generation
process in neural network-fuzzy classifier. The
result section illustrates that the suggested classifier
of rule based-fuzzy neural networks classifier
attained improved performance than the individual
process. The proposed FFBAT-ANN classifier
based diabetes disease classification, includes two
stages, of (1) optimal Rule generation and (2)
classification using FFBAT algorithm and fuzzy
neural network classifier respectively.
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Stage 1: Optimal rule generation using FFBAT
algorithm
For various applications, BAT [41] and Firefly
(FF), [42] optimization algorithms are used to obtain
the optimal best solution. Here, we combine these

two algorithms to generate optimal rules which help
to improve the classification accuracy. For the
classification of diabetes disease, the input database
is segmented into two sets namely, training dataset
() to generate the optimal fuzzy rules and testing
dataset ( ). The process of optimal rule generation
using FFBAT algorithm is explained using
following steps.
Discretization: The discretization function is
defined as the conversion of input data into
corresponding
discrete
data.
Let
DTR  { Aij ;0  i  m and 0  j  n} be the input data with
n number of attributes is given to the discretization
function. In general, discretization is the primary
step in data processing applications in which it
converts the data into specified interval.
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D H   min A j  2  Dev j  maxA j  j

(3)

(4)
Using Eq. (2), (3) and (4), we can adjust all the
attribute values in the specified interval. Then the
input data values within specified range get
discretized by replacing the interval values.
Subsequently, the training dataset is also converted
into the discretized format with the data elements of
L, M, and H.
Solution Encoding: Since for optimizing the
solution quickly, FFBAT algorithm initially
generates arbitrary population of solution with
randomly selecting solutions of the whole data in the
dataset. Every individual solution performs two
logical rules, namely AND and OR operations.
Moreover, dimension reduced dataset produces the
number of random solutions. A logical rule based on
the solution encoding diagram is given in Fig. 2.
The dimension of the solution is M X N. Here N
represents twice the number of classes whereas M
value is calculated using Eq. (5)
M  FRe d  CN  O p
(5)
Where, FRed denotes reduced attribute, CN
represents Number of Classes, Op is operator.
Fitness Evaluation: The selection of the fitness
function is a crucial aspect in FFBAT algorithm. It
is used to evaluate the aptitude (goodness) of
candidate solutions. Here, classification accuracy is
the main criteria used to design a fitness function.
The fitness computation is executed for each
solution. For each iteration, the fitness is calculated
using Eq. (6),
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T1  T2
(T1  T2  F1  F2 )

(6)

where, T1 is True positive, F1 is False positive,
T2 is True negative, F2 is False negative. T1 is one
that detects the condition when the condition is
present and T2 is one that does not detect the
condition when the condition is absent. In addition,
F1 is one that detects the condition when the
condition is absent and F2 is one that does not detect
the condition when the condition is present.
Hybrid FF-BAT Algorithm: The novel hybrid
FFBAT optimization algorithm produces optimal
rules to fuzzy logic classifier. The fundamental step
of the hybrid FFBAT algorithm is discussed below:
Step 1: Randomly generate N number of initial
solutions.
Step 2: Evaluating the fitness function in Eq. (6).
Step 3: Set the number of iterations required to
produce the best solution in firefly algorithm and
then update the solution using Eq. (7):
Sit 1  Sit  0ate

2
 Dij

(S tj  Sit )   t 

(7)
In the above equation
denotes the updated
ith solution, Sit denote the current ith solution and Sjt
denotes the jth solution which is the brighter firefly.
Moreover σt represents the randomized parameter
for every iteration and µ denotes random number
vector obtained from the Gaussian distribution; β0at
Sit+1

is the constant value correlated with the firefly
attractiveness.
Step 4: After reaches the first iteration of firefly
algorithm, N number of fitness values are obtained.
Step 5: Set the number of iterations required to
generate best solution in BAT algorithm. The
equation to update the position of ith solution is as
follows:
(8)
Sit 1  Sit  Vit 1
th
and the velocity of i solution is to be updated as
follows:
Vit 1  Vit  S tj  S ic  Fi
(9)
t+1
The above equation Vi denotes the velocity
update of
ith solution; and Vit represents the
th
velocity of i solution; and Sjt denotes the current
best solution; Sjc denotes the current ith solution; Fi
denotes the frequency of each solution.
Simultaneously Fi is also calculated using Eq.
(10), where β indicates the random vector of range
[0,1]. Initially, each bat is randomly assigned a
frequency which is drawn uniformly from fmin and
fmax.
(10)
Fi  f min  f max  f min  
Step 6: After reaches the first iteration of BAT
algorithm; N numbers of fitness values are obtained.
Step 7: For every next iteration, N number of
fitness is selected using step 4 and 6.
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Figure .3 FFBAT-ANN Algorithm

Step 8: Termination criteria: While the
maximum iteration reaches, the FF-BAT algorithm
stops. Finally, it selects the best optimal fitness

value and it is given to the classifier as best rule.
Collectively, the proposed FF-BAT algorithm can
solve the explorations. Even though, FF is an
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intelligent algorithm, it does promote sufficient
searching ability in some cases. Under such
circumstances, BAT algorithm provides the required
solutions and vice-versa.
Stage 2: Classification Using Artificial Neural
Networks Classifier
The block diagram representation of the
proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Design of Fuzzy System: The fuzzy system has
been classified as three significant stages namely a)
Fuzzification b) fuzzy inference engine c)
Defuzzification. Fuzzification is the initial stage in
which the crisp input is converted into a linguistic
variable with the relationship of the membership
function collected from the fuzzy knowledge base.
In Fuzzy inference engine the fuzzified input is
further modified into the fuzzy output by means of
If-Then type fuzzy rules. Defuzzification is the
process of transforming the fuzzy output obtained
from the inference engine to the original crisp with
the help of similar membership function that is
employed by the fuzzifier stage. In this paper, we
considered the triangular membership function for
fuzzification of the crisp input. The reduced feature
(N) of the testing data (DTE) or the crisp input is
forwarded to the fuzzification stage of the fuzzy
system, where the fuzzy value is obtained in
accordance with the membership function. Then, the
fuzzified input is given to the fuzzy inference engine
stage, where it is examined with the fuzzy rules and
gets converted to the fuzzy score using the average
weighted method. Furthermore, the classification
decision of diabetes disease from the dataset is
produced from the obtained fuzzy score, using
Fuzzy Neural Networks classifier.
Artificial Neural Networks: Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) is the mathematical representation
of human neural architecture by reflecting human
“knowledge” and “generalized aptitudes”. Since the
medical diagnosis with the complex variable
relationship of non-linear systems, ANNs are
successfully used. The general structure of neural
network is designed by a sequence of neurons or
nodes that are arranged in layers. The connection
between the neurons in different layer is weighted
and so it is called a weighted link. The strength of
the link which connects the ith neuron in a layer and
the jth neuron in the next layer is represented as
weight wij. These weights can be tuned to obtain the
appropriate output. Fig. 4 explains about the general
structure of Artificial Neural Networks.
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The comprehensive analysis of the proposed
FFBAT-ANN algorithm for diabetes disease
classification is described in this section. The
experimental analysis in our proposed system were
implemented in MATLAB 8.4 and the simulations
were carried out with i5 processor of 4 GB RAM.
4.1 Dataset Description
The raw database from September 2014 to
January 2015 for the analysis of diabetes
classification has been collected from the Sree
Diabetic Care Center, Kurnool in Andhra Pradesh,
India including the information of recorded patient’s
age, sex, BMI, BP, cholesterol, LDL, HDL,
Triglycerides, FBS, Smoking, alcohol, family
history of diabetics, heart disease, and status of
diabetes (class label) over the age limit of 18-77.
The details of features to be considered from the
dataset is provided in the review papers.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
Metrics such as sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy of the proposed method is discussed and
estimated
from
the
following
link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensitivity_and_specif
icity
Since the diabetes classification is carried out
with respect to the metrics, it has been divided into
two major classes of positive tuples (tuples with
Diabetes = Yes) and negative tuples (tuples with
Diabetes = No). True Positives (TP) and False
Negatives (FN) are the positive tuples with which
they are correctly and wrongly marked by the
classifier respectively. while True Negatives (TN)
and False Positives (FP) are the negative tuples that
were correctly and wrongly marked by the classifier
respectively. In addition, the False Positives (FP)
and False Negatives (FN) correspond to the false
prediction of diabetes by the classifier. We can say
that FP refers to the tuples of class diabetes=No at
which the classifier predicted diabetes=Yes. In a
similar way, FN gives information about the tuples
with class of diabetes=’Yes’ while the classifier
predicted diabetes=’No’. The performance of
classifier can be analysed with the aforementioned
terms. The statistical measure of sensitivity and
specificity shows the binary classification test
performance. The proportion of correctly labelled
positives and negatives are calculated by
corresponding sensitivity and specificity [43-50].

4. Results and Discussion
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In this section, three well known metrics such as
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are analysed
with the performance of the proposed FFBAT-ANN.
We assumed that the input dataset with the
population size of 10, 15, 20 samples from which 9,
14, 19 samples are indicated as training dataset and
the testing dataset indicates the remaining 1 sample
of each population respectively. Fig. 5 shows the
accuracy performance, Fig. 6 shows the sensitivity
performance and Fig.7 shows the specificity
performance of diabetes classification for an
existing
(FFBAT-Rule
Based
Fuzzy
Classifier(FFBAT-RBFL) and proposed approaches
respectively (FFBAT-Artificial Neural Networks
Classifier) with respect to aforementioned
population sizes. As such the three metric measures
such as Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity of the
proposed approach outperforms the existing
approach is demonstrated in the following figures.
As shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6, the metrics of the
proposed system namely accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity with respect to varying population range
and its comparison with existing system. That is to
say, the accuracy value of proposed system
corresponding with population size 10, 15 is 3.5%
improvement than the existing system. As in the
case of Sensitivity 2.66% get increased with respect
to the population size 20 and in specificity metric
2.9% and 3.44% better than previous system for the
corresponding 10, 15, 20 population size. Finally all
the metric values are increasing in proportional to
the population size.
Table 1 (A) shows the accuracy values of FF,
BAT and proposed FF-BAT methods for Neural
Network as well as the standard RBFL. As shown
the maximum percentage increase of accuracy
values in the 4th, 5th and 6th position are 6.25%, 7.6%,
5.2% when comparing simple BAT with FF method
and also 14.2%, 6.8%, 4% improvement in proposed
FF-BAT with simple BAT method. Moreover, Table
1 (B) illustrates the performance of proposed system
with respect to the sensitivity metric on diabetes.
When comparing the proposed with the standard, the
sensitivity is high enough. However, in Table 1 (C)
indicate the relative rise in specificity values of FF,
BAT and our proposed FF-BAT of neural network
than existing RBFL. Behind that from the neural
network we compared the values of accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity for simple FF, BAT and
proposed FF-BAT methods with RBFL logic.

Figure .4 General Structure of a Neural Network with
different Layer of nodes

Figure 5. Accuracy of FFBAT-RBFL and proposed
FFBAT-NN approach for varying population size on
diabetes.

Figure 6. Sensitivity of FFBAT-RBFL and proposed
FFBAT-NN approach for varying population size on
diabetes.
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Figure 7. Specificity of FFBAT-RBFL and proposed
FFBAT-NN approach for varying population size on
diabetes.
Table 1. Performance comparison between proposed
FFBAT-ANN and FFBAT-RBFL algorithm with ANN
and RBFL trained by FF and bat
(a) Accuracy
NN
K-fold
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

FF
0.705
0.75
0.716
0.72
0.795
0.72
0.744
0.7
0.71
0.75

BAT
0.63
0.678
0.64
0.646
0.712
0.65
0.71
0.63
0.65
0.645

FF-BAT
0.665
0.705
0.681
0.68
0.743
0.7
0.722
0.685
0.695
0.705

RBFL
FF
0.567
0.63
0.63
0.58
0.654
0.623
0.675
0.623
0.63
0.612

BAT
0.6
0.66
0.645
0.64
0.7
0.64
0.68
0.65
0.64
0.644

FF-BAT
0.65
0.703
0.67
0.67
0.73
0.68
0.705
0.67
0.68
0.702

(b) Sensitivity
NN
K-fold
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

FF
0.62
0.68
0.658
0.64
0.678
0.653
0.568
0.615
0.59
0.66

BAT
0.657
0.72
0.679
0.68
0.73
0.687
0.647
0.657
0.674
0.715

RBFL
FF-BAT FF
0.69
0.57
0.74
0.64
0.715
0.63
0.72
0.646
0.78
0.65
0.715
0.633
0.72
0.654
0.71
0.577
0.693
0.654
0.73
0.68

BAT
0.58
0.67
0.67
0.687
0.67
0.657
0.689
0.644
0.67
0.695

FF-BAT
0.67
0.73
0.69
0.71
0.76
0.7
0.713
0.68
0.68
0.72

BAT
0.67
0.64
0.68
0.675
0.702
0.7
0.67
0.64
0.6345
0.675

FF-BAT
0.69
0.74
0.705
0.719
0.775
0.715
0.729
0.68
0.699
0.73

(c) Specificity
NN
K-fold
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

FF
0.65
0.64
0.634
0.63
0.68
0.61
0.622
0.62
0.664
0.68

BAT
0.65
0.64
0.634
0.63
0.68
0.61
0.622
0.62
0.664
0.68

FF-BAT
0.705
0.75
0.716
0.72
0.795
0.72
0.744
0.7
0.71
0.75

RBFL
FF
0.63
0.67
0.65
0.643
0.687
0.68
0.65
0.57
0.566
0.645

On considering the accuracy, FF attains 79% as
best performance and 70% as worst performance,
BAT attains 71% as best performance and 63% as
worst performance and FF-BAT attains 74% as best
performance and 66% as worst performance
regarding the NN- based classification. On the
contrary while using the proposed RBFL
classification, best of 65% and 56% of worst
performances in FF, 70% of best and 64% of worst
performances in BAT and 73% of best and 67% of
worst performance is occurred.
However in case of sensitivity, 68% of best and
56% of worst performances in FF, 73% of best and
64% of worst performances in BAT and 78% of best
and 69% of worst performance are resulted using
NN classification. To the next, FF attains 68% as
best and 57% as worst performances, BAT attains
69% as best and 58% as worst performances and
FF-BAT attains 76% as best and 67% as worst
performances using RBFL classification.
Regarding the specificity, FF and BAT attains
68% as best and 61% as worst performances and
FF- BAT attains 79% as best and 70% as worst
performances using NN- based classification.
Subsequently, best of 68% and 57% of worst
performances in FF, 70% of best and 63% of worst
performances in BAT and 77% of best and 69% of
worst performance is occurred.

5. Conclusion
In this paper a new diabetes classifier called,
FFBAT -ANN classification algorithm has been
proposed by merging FFBAT algorithm with
Artificial Neural Networks Classifier to classify
Diabetes dataset. The hybrid FFBAT-ANN
algorithm involves three stages namely dimension
reduction with reduced attributes, rule generation
using fuzzification process and then classification.
Here, LPP algorithm is used to reduce the dimension
of dataset, then fuzzy rules are generated and then
the classification is carried out by novel FFBATANN algorithm. Simulation results have proved that
the proposed classification framework outperforms
the existing method by achieving better accuracy,
specificity and sensitivity metric measures.
Further, rule strength and overall performance of
our proposed system can be improved by applying
various statistical measures and meta-heuristic
optimization techniques. The proposed rule based
classifiers for clinical diagnosis has good future
scope for further increasing the accuracy by
introducing more advanced optimization algorithms.
The advent of optimization algorithms is increasing
and they are developed in a globally acceptable
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manner. As a result, the latest optimization
algorithms can improve the training performance of
the classifier and as a result, the classification
accuracy can be substantially improved.
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